The Best Way to Optimize Images for Your
Web Site. With No Tools. In No Time.
To read this post in the browser, click here.
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Summary
In short, it goes like this:
1. Let Google optimize your images for you.


Publish your post/page as usual.



Test it in Google PageSpeed Insights



Download the folder with optimized images Google will create for you.

2. Exchange all images (except the featured image) at once:


Delete old images from your media library.



Upload new images to the post but don’t insert them and close the
dialog.

3. Exchange featured image:


Remove featured image in the post editor.



Delete featured image from your media library.



Set new (optimized) image as featured image.

4. Clear images and files from your browser cash.
5. Preview and save the changes.
6. Test your post/page with Google PageSpeen Insights again.
7. See an astonishing improvement in speed of your web page.

Let Google optimize your images
Step 1: Analyze your page with Google PageSpeed Insights


Go to Google PageSpeed Insights, enter a url to the page you’d like to
optimize images from and press “Analyze”.
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You’ll see the results in a couple of seconds. Look at the sections “Should fix”
(red) or “Consider fixing” (yellow) and see whether “Optimize images” is one of
the suggestions.



If it is, click “Show how to fix” right underneath.

Step 1: Analyze your page and check if your images need to be optimized.

Step 2: Download optimized images.


In the “Mobile” tab, scroll to the bottom of the page to the point where it
says “Download image, JavaScript, and CSS resources for this page”. This is the
folder that has the optimized images.
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Step 2: Download the folder with images already optimized for you.


Click on the link and save the zip folder (it will be
called “optimized_contents.zip” ) to your hard drive.

Note: There is an identical link in the “Desktop” tab. Yet, I’ve discovered that if you
download the images there they will be … smaller. Actually, too small, as if they
were optimized for mobile. So make sure you download the images from the
“Mobile” tab.


Unzip it and open the folder “image”.
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These are the images optimized by Google.
Tada! Here are your images optimized by the master Google himself, so you can be
sure it doesn’t get better than that.
***
How long did it take you? One minute, two minutes? Certainly faster than resizing
every single image separately in a photo editor.
Now let’s exchange these images real fast without changing anything in the post
itself.

Update the images without changing the post
itself.
The idea behind it is to use the same file names for the new (optimized) images and
simply overwrite the original images. This way the original references to the images
will still work and you won’t have to change anything on the page.
In short, it goes like this:
1. Delete old images from your media library.
2. Upload new images to the post but don’t insert them in the post.
3. Detach featured image from the post.
4. Delete featured image from your media library.
5. Set new (optimized) image as featured image.
Note how featured image gets a special treatment. More on this later.
This is how it’s done in WordPress, but you can do it equally faster in any other
system.

Step 1: Remove original images from your media library.
Note of caution: It’s a good idea to have a backup of the original images in case
something goes wrong. If you are optimizing images for an old post and don’t know
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whether you have the original images on your hard drive, save them from the post
to your pc before you exchange them.


Open your Media Library.

Do not upload the new image straight away but first do this:


In the Media Library, identify the images you will be replacing. For this, check
the folder optimized_content/image you’ve downloaded.



Except of the featured image, delete those images from your Media Library
permanently.
o

To delete multiple images at once, click “Bulk Select”, select the images
and click “Delete Seleected”.

Step 1: Delete original images from the Media Library.

Step 2: Upload new (optimized) images all at once, except of the
featured image.


Open your post in editor and press “Add Media”. It is important to upload new
(optimized) images not through Media Library but through this dialog. This
way they get saved in the same folder as the original images and the links to
the images will still work.
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Do not press “Insert into post” but simply close the dialog.

The references to the images and all the image attributes (alt and title tags) are
already in your post. They were created the first time you added the images. So you
don’t have to insert anything again.

Step 2: Upload all the images in bulk and close the dialog (do not press “insert into
post”).
That’s done.
Now, let’s replace the featured image.
You can’t simply delete the featured image and upload the new version like with the
other images, because there is a an extra dependency between the featured ima ge
and the post. So you’ll have to resolve this dependency before replacing the
featured image.
This is how it goes.

Step 3: Remove old featured image


Click “Remove featured image”.
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Step 3: Click “Remove featured image” in the post editor.


Click “Set featured image”.



Find the original featured image in your Media Library and do this:
o

Copy the title of the image (Ctrl+C) so that you don’t have to type it
again.

o

Delete featured image permanently.

Step 2: Copy title of featured image and remove it.
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Step 4: Upload new (optimized) featured image.


Click “Upload files” and upload the optimized featured image from
optimized_content/image folder. Paste the title you just copied and click “Set
featured image”.

Step 4: Upload optimized image, paste title and click “Set featured image”.

Step 5: Clear cashed images and files from your browser cash.
Because the old and new (optimized) images have identical file names, your browser
is still displaying the old version of the images. You need to clear the cash so that
the browser reloads the images and you can verify the changes.
This is how it’s done in Chrome:


Press Ctrl+Shift+Del.



Alternatively, click the “⋮” icon in the top right corner and select Setting ->
More tools -> Clear browsing data.



Make sure the only checkbox checked is “Cashed images and files”



Click “Clear browsing data”.
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Step 5: Clear images and files from browser cash.
If you don’t use Chrome, this article will show you how it’s done in any other
browser.

Step 6: Save the changes.
Preview your changes to doublecheck whether all the images are in place and save
the changes.

Step 7: Test your pages with Google PageSpeed Insights again
to see the speed improvement.
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Step 7: Test your updated page to see the improvement.
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If you want similar tips to be delivered straight into your inbox in the future, click
here to sign up.
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